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ABSTRACT: Linearized wave solutions on the equatorial beta plane are examined in the presence of a background

meridionalmoisture gradient. Of interest is a slow, eastward-propagating n5 1mode that is unstable at planetary scales and

only exists for a small range of zonal wavenumbers (&6). Themode dispersion curve appears as an eastward extension of the

westward-propagating equatorial Rossby wave solution. This mode is therefore termed the eastward-propagating equa-

torial Rossby wave (ERW). The zonal wavenumber-2 ERW horizontal structure consists of a low-level equatorial con-

vergence center flanked by quadrupole off-equatorial gyres, and resembles the horizontal structure of the observed MJO.

An analytic, leading-order dispersion relationship for the ERW shows that meridionalmoisture advection imparts eastward

propagation, and that the smallness of a gross moist stability–like parameter contributes to the slow phase speed. The ERW

is unstable near planetary scales when low-level easterlies moisten the column. This moistening could come from either

zonal moisture advection or surface fluxes or a combination thereof.When westerlies insteadmoisten the column, the ERW

is damped and the westward-propagating long Rossby wave is unstable. The ERW does not exist when the meridional

moisture gradient is too weak. A moist static energy budget analysis shows that the ERW scale selection is partly due to

finite-time-scale convective adjustment and less effective zonal wind–induced moistening at smaller scales. Similarities in

the phase speed, preferred scale, and horizontal structure suggest that the ERW is a beta-plane analog of the MJO.

KEYWORDS: Madden-Julian oscillation; Advection; Moisture/moisture budget; Primitive equations model

1. Introduction

Our understanding of tropical waves owes much to the study

of perturbations on the equatorial beta plane (Matsuno 1966).

A remarkable correspondence exists between linearized beta-

plane solutions and observed tropical waves (Takayabu 1994;

Wheeler and Kiladis 1999; Kiladis et al. 2009)—in both the

wave dispersion properties and horizontal structures. Equatorial

Rossby waves, inertio-gravity waves, the mixed Rossby–gravity

wave and the Kelvin wave all have analogous beta-plane

solutions (Kiladis et al. 2009).

A beta-plane analog for the Madden Julian Oscillation

(MJO; Madden and Julian 1971, 1994; Zhang 2005) is no-

ticeably absent in the simplest, dry version of the model.

The salient properties of the observed MJO are that it

propagates eastward at slow speeds (;5 m s21) and exists at

near-planetary scales (Madden and Julian 1971, 1994). A

secondary attribute is the peculiar horizontal structure. At

low levels, an equatorial convergence center is flanked by

two pairs of off-equatorial gyres: a pair of cyclonic gyres to

the west and a pair of anticyclonic gyres to the east (Rui and

Wang 1990; Hendon and Salby 1994; Hendon and Liebmann

1994; Kiladis et al. 2005). One advantage of identifying

beta-plane analogs for the MJO is that the phase speed,

preferred horizontal scale and the horizontal structure

are available simultaneously as solutions of an eigenvalue

problem.

While several reasonable theoretical explanations for the

MJO are available (see review in Zhang et al. 2020), only a

subset of these look to relate the MJO to beta-plane solutions.

Slow, eastward-propagating modes with planetary scale se-

lection do exist in beta-plane models with prognostic moisture

variations (Neelin and Yu 1994; Fuchs and Raymond 2002,

2017). However, thesemodes were derived out of a systemwith

zero meridional wind. Their horizontal structures are conse-

quently not fully consistent with that of the observed MJO.

Recently, Emanuel (2020) derived an eigenmode of the equa-

torial beta plane with both propagation speed and horizontal

structure consistent with the observed MJO. This is a promising

development since it shows that beta-plane MJO analogs do

exist as a single eigenmode. This study takes a closer look at

this MJO-like eigenmode on the beta plane. In contrast to

studies listed above, the equatorial beta plane used here is

equipped with a background meridional moisture gradient.

Two separate lines of evidence suggest that the background

meridional moisture gradient plays an important role in

equatorial wave dynamics. The first line of evidence follows

from idealized models. Sobel et al. (2001) report that a back-

ground meridional humidity gradient on the f plane allows a

slow, eastward-propagating mode to emerge. Similar modes

have also been noted in both linear and nonlinear models with

backgroundmoisture gradients (Sukhatme 2014;Monteiro and

Sukhatme 2016; Wang et al. 2016; Suhas and Sukhatme 2020;

Wang and Chen 2017). Sukhatme (2014) derived numerical

dispersion relationships for this mode, and also showed that it

is destabilized by a positive zonal moisture gradient. Suhas and

Sukhatme (2020) later identified this mode as a moist Rossby
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wave. In contrast, Wang et al. (2016) and Wang and Chen

(2017) characterize a similar solution in their model as a cou-

pled Kelvin–Rossby mode (based on its horizontal structure),

and identify it with the MJO. Despite the diverging interpre-

tations of their results, these studies point to the importance of

the meridional moisture gradient in inducing modes with

possible relevance for the MJO. The second line of evidence

follows from composite MJO studies using either reanalyses

(Kim et al. 2014; Adames and Wallace 2015; Kim et al. 2017;

DeMott et al. 2018; Kang et al. 2021) or climate models (Jiang

2017; Gonzalez and Jiang 2017; DeMott et al. 2019; Kang et al.

2020; Jiang et al. 2020). These studies demonstrate that mois-

ture advection by MJO winds flowing across the background

meridional moisture gradient aids MJO propagation. Jiang

et al. (2020) also note that MJO-like variance significantly di-

minishes with reductions in the meridional moisture gradient.

It appears that the meridional moisture gradient is an

important—but underemphasized—property of the background

state on the equatorial beta plane. The main objective of this

study is to check if this property affects the wave solutions

on the beta plane. In section 2, a beta-plane model with a

background meridional moisture gradient is introduced. In

section 3, an eigenvalue problem is set up for the model. In

section 4, it is shown that the beta-plane solutions are quali-

tatively altered in the presence of the meridional moisture

gradient. A slow, eastward-propagating mode that is unstable

at the planetary scale emerges as a valid solution to the ei-

genvalue problem. This mode is identified as an eastward-

propagating equatorial Rossby wave. The eigenfunction

associated with this mode is shown to resemble the observed

MJO horizontal structure. In section 5, the leading-order dis-

persion relationship is derived for this mode; the mechanisms

that govern the mode propagation and scale selection are also

explored. Section 6 details the sensitivity of this mode to im-

portant model parameters. The relevance of the results for the

MJO are discussed in section 7 and the study is summarized in

section 8.

2. Model setup

a. Governing equations

We begin with a system of inviscid, linearized equations on

the equatorial beta plane, similar to the models of Neelin and

Yu (1994) and Ahmed et al. (2021, hereafter A21):
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The linearized zonal, meridional, and vertical pressure veloc-

ities are u, y and v, respectively. The linearized geopotential

and temperature are f and T, respectively. Here, (1) and (2)

are the horizontal momentum equations. The continuity equa-

tion is (3), and the hydrostatic balance along with the ideal gas

law yields (4). Themeridional gradient of theCoriolis parameter

is b and the dry-air gas constant is Rd. The column integration

operation is denoted by h���i. The budget equations for the

linearized, column-integrated temperature hTi and moisture

hqi are in (5) and (6), respectively; the column-integrated la-

tent and radiative heating rates are hQci and hQri, respectively.
The background values of dry static energy and moisture are S

and q, respectively. The moisture budget in (6) has been mul-

tiplied by the latent heat of vaporization Ly, and divided by the

heat capacity of dry air cp so that hTi and hqi have the same

units of K kg m22. In (6), the column-integrated moisture loss

due to precipitation is assumed equal to the column latent

heating hQci. Anomalies in surface evaporation are denoted

by E.

b. Vertical truncation

Following an oft-used truncation procedure in tropical dy-

namics (Emanuel 1987; Neelin and Yu 1994; Neelin and Zeng

2000; Sobel et al. 2001; Bretherton and Sobel 2002; Adames and

Kim 2016; Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2018; Adames et al.

2019; A21), a single deep vertical structure—corresponding to

moist adiabatic variations—is assumed to represent tempera-

ture perturbations. A rigid lid is also assumed at the top of the

troposphere. These assumptions can be relaxed to include

multiple vertical structures (Mapes 2000; Majda and Shefter

2001; Khouider and Majda 2006; Kuang 2008; Khouider and

Majda 2008; Stechmann and Hottovy 2017), a radiating upper

boundary (Yano and Emanuel 1991; Raymond and Fuchs 2007;

Fuchs et al. 2012), and an independently varying boundary layer

(Wang and Rui 1990; Wang et al. 2016; Wang and Chen 2017).

The main results of this study are, however, available without

these extensions.

As in Neelin and Zeng (2000), the vertical truncation for the

temperature, baroclinic winds and the vertical velocity are

given by

T(x, y, t, p)5T
1
(x, y, t)A(p) ,

u(x, y, t, p)5u
1
(x, y, t)V(p) ,

y(x, y, t, p)5 y
1
(x, y, t)V(p) ,

v(x, y, t, p)5v
1
(x, y, t)V(p) .

Here A(p), V(p), and V(p) are the vertical structures for

temperature, baroclinic horizontal wind and vertical velocity

perturbations, respectively (shown in the appendix); T1, u1, y1,

and v1 contain the horizontal and time dependence. Note that

V(p) is such that positive perturbations in u1 and y1 correspond

to negative low-level and positive upper-level wind perturba-

tions (Fig. A1 in appendix). Also note that V(p) and V(p) are

linked through the continuity equation, (3).
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c. Parameterizations

1) MERIDIONAL MOISTURE ADVECTION

The background moisture field, q is assumed to have a

vertical structure b(p) (Fig. A1 in the appendix). It is also

assumed that q varies quadratically in the meridional direc-

tion such that

q(x, y,p)5

"
q
o
(x)2

s
yo
y2

2

#
b(p) . (7)

Here syo is a positive parameter that denotes the strength of

the meridional moisture gradient. Any zonal variations in the

background moisture field are contained within qo(x). Using

(7) it follows that�
y
›q

›y

�
52y

1
hVbis

yo
y5 y

1
s
y
y , (8)

where sy is a parameter that contains information about the

meridional moisture gradient ›yq, in addition to the vertical

structures V(p) and b(p). If the background moisture field

decreases away from the equator, then sy . 0. In this case,

according to (8), low-level equatorward flows dry the column

whereas low-level poleward flows moisten the column. To es-

timate sy, the expression in (7) is first vertically integrated

to give

hqi(x, y)5q
o
(x)hbi2s

y0
hbi y

2

2
. (9)

The relationship in (9) is then fit to the ERA5 (Hersbach et al.

2020) columnwater vapor (CWV) field. This fit yields sy0, from

which sy is inferred using (8).

As stated in the introduction, a main motivation for the

present study is the apparent importance of the meridional

moisture gradient for MJO dynamics. The estimate of sy is

therefore focused on the region and season with the most

observed MJO variability: the Indo-Pacific warm pool for

the months November–April (Zhang and Dong 2004). The

ERA5 CWV is zonally averaged over the shaded domain

shown in Fig. 1a for the months November–April over the

years 2002–14. This averaged CWV field is fit to (9) as shown in

Fig. 1b. The value of qo(x)hbi is taken to be the maximum

averaged CWV value along the meridional direction (;54mm).

A value of syohbi 5 1.133 10211 kgm24 yields the solid black

line in Fig. 1b. Multiplying this value by Ly/cp and using the

relationship between sy0 and sy from (8) yields the reference

value of sy 5 9 3 1029 K kgm24. The vertical structures V(p)

and b(p) are used in this estimation (see the appendix).

The dashed black line in Fig. 1b is the solid black line shifted

southward to better display the goodness-of-fit with the ERA5

meridional CWV distribution. For simplicity, the slight asym-

metry in the ERA5 CWV distribution around the equator is

ignored in (7). This asymmetry can be included with an addi-

tional term in (7) that is linear in y. It has been verified that this

inclusion does not qualitatively impact the primary results.

2) MOISTENING EFFECTS OF ZONAL WIND

Following previous studies (Sobel and Maloney 2013;

Adames and Kim 2016; Adames et al. 2019, A21), a single

parameter is used to combine the effects of surface evaporation

and zonal moisture advection:�
u
›q

›x

�
2E52u

1
s
x
, (10)

where sx subsumes the effects of wind-induced surface heat

exchange (WISHE; Neelin et al. 1987; Emanuel 1987; Fuchs

andRaymond 2017) and the background zonalmoisture gradient

(Adames et al. 2019).According to Sobel andMaloney (2013) and

Adames and Kim (2016), sx can also be endowed with the

effects of synoptic-scale eddy moisture transports (Maloney

and Dickinson 2003; Maloney 2009) and boundary layer fric-

tional moisture convergence (Wang 1988; Hsu and Li 2012;

FIG. 1. (a) The CWV field from ERA5 averaged over months November–April for years 2002–14. The gray

shading represents the domain chosen for the zonal averaging of CWV. (b) The red curve is the zonally averaged

ERA5CWVprofile, the solid black curve is the backgroundmeridionalmoisture profile captured using (9), and the

dashed black curve is the solid black curve shifted southward to overlie the ERA5 profile.
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Adames and Wallace 2014). Ultimately, the governing equa-

tions are indifferent to how sx is partitioned between its vari-

ous subeffects. The only interpretation of consequence is that

when sx. 0, low-level easterly perturbation winds (u1. 0) act

as an effective column moisture source, while low-level west-

erly perturbations (u1 , 0) act as an effective sink. Conversely,

when sx , 0, low-level perturbation westerlies are a column

moisture source, while easterlies are a column moisture sink.

One caveat on the interpretation of sx is that as the horizontal

scale approaches wavenumber 0, it may not be meaningful to

identify sx with a zonal moisture gradient. Given the inclusive

nature of sx, its value is subject to some uncertainty (Sobel and

Maloney 2013). As will be shown later, the sign of this pa-

rameter is more consequential to our results than its exact

value. The reference value of sx is therefore arbitrarily chosen

to be 53 1024 K kgm23. The impacts of varying this parameter

on the solutions are shown in section 6a.

3) DIABATIC HEATING

Following Ahmed et al. (2020) and A21, precipitation—assumed

equivalent to column-integrated latent heating—is parame-

terized with an adjustment-based scheme involving moisture

and temperature perturbations:

hQ
c
i5 «

q
hqi2 «

t
hTi . (11)

Here «q and «t represent the sensitivity of convection to per-

turbations in column-integrated moisture and temperature,

respectively. Expression (11) is the linearized version of the

nonlinear precipitation closure developed in Ahmed et al. (2020),

and is empirically informed by the tropical precipitation–

buoyancy relationship (Ahmed and Neelin 2018; Schiro et al.

2018; Adames et al. 2021). This closure implicitly accounts for

influences on convection due to variations in both free tropo-

spheric moisture (Brown and Zhang 1997; Bretherton et al.

2004; Holloway and Neelin 2009; Kuo et al. 2017) and lower-

tropospheric temperature (Mapes 2000; Raymond et al. 2003;

Raymond and Fuchs 2007; Kuang 2008). The reference values

for «q and «t follow from A21.

Variations in column-integrated radiative heating hQri are
assumed to occur in proportion to hQci (Fuchs and Raymond

2002; Su and Neelin 2002; Lin and Mapes 2004):

hQ
r
i5 rhQ

c
i , (12)

where r is the cloud–radiative feedback parameter (Kim et al.

2015). Estimates from previous studies (Fuchs and Raymond

2002; Bretherton and Sobel 2002; Peters and Bretherton 2005)

inform the reference value for r (50.2).

d. Meridional separation and complex exponentials

The meridional dependence in the state variables is sepa-

rated from the zonal and temporal dependence; zonal and

temporal variations are then assumed to be given by complex

exponentials. For example,

y
1
(x, y, t)5 ~y

1
(y) exp(lt1 ikx) , (13)

where ~y1(y) contains the meridional dependence (and the

amplitude); l is the frequency and k is the wavenumber.

This procedure is repeated for u1, v1, T1, and hqi, following
which Eqs. (1)–(6) reduce to
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In deriving the equations above, (4) is used to relate f to hTi.
The first baroclinic dry gravity wave speed is c, which enters

the equation set through the relationship: c2 5 RdMs/hAi
(Sugiyama 2009; Adames and Kim 2016). The value of c is

taken to be 50m s21. The parameterizations for meridional

moisture advection in (8), the moistening effects of zonal wind

in (10) and diabatic heating in (11)–(12) have also been used in

deriving (14)–(18).

The positive parameters Ms and Mq are the gross dry

stability and gross moisture stratification, respectively (Yu

et al. 1998). They contain information about the vertical

profiles of the background dry static energy S and moisture

q. Strictly speaking, the expression in (7) implies that

Mq ought to have both zonal and meridional variations.

However, for the sake of tractability, this spatial depen-

dence in Mq is neglected. The relative gross moist stability,

m (Neelin and Held 1987; Raymond et al. 2009) is now de-

fined using Ms and Mq:

m5
M

s
2M

q

M
s

. (19)

To keep the ensuing expressions compact, four new pa-

rameters are now introduced:
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s
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The effective convective adjustment time scale (Ahmed et al.

2020, A21) is «a. The influence of cloud–radiative feedbacks on

the gross moist stability enters through the effective gross

moist stability meff (Su and Neelin 2002; Neelin and Su 2005;

Sobel and Maloney 2012; Adames and Kim 2016). Since meff

is a property of the time-independent background state, its

reference value is taken to be positive (50.1) following argu-

ments from Inoue and Back (2017) and Fuchs and Raymond

(2017). The impacts of perturbingmeff away from this value are

detailed in section 6a. Both jx and jy are parameters of con-

venience; these parameters are dimensional and have differing

units from one another.
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3. The eigenvalue problem

Equations (14)–(18) are combined by (i) eliminating hqi
between (17) and (18), (ii) eliminating v1 using (16), and

(iii) eliminating hTi and u1 using (14) and (15). The result

is a second-order ODE that yields an eigenvalue problem

in ~y1:

d2~y
1

dy2
2C

0
y
d~y

1

dy
52(C
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2
y2)~y

1
, (24)
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The ODE in (24) is similar in form to those derived for beta-

plane systems with nonzero meridional wind (Matsuno 1966;

Emanuel 1993; Fuchs and Raymond 2005; Fuchs-Stone et al.

2019; Emanuel 2020). The one noteworthy difference from

previous studies is the additional influence of meridional

moisture advection, which enters through jy. Simply removing

convection from the system by setting «a 5 «q 5 0 in (24)–(27)

is sufficient to recover the ODE for the dry beta plane

(Matsuno 1966).

Solving (24) yields the dispersion relationship:

C
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1
C
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2
56(2n1 1)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C

2
1
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0

4

r
, (28)

where n is a nonnegative integer that denotes the meridional

mode. The eigenfunctions that describe the horizontal struc-

ture of the linearized solutions are complex-valued parabolic

cylinder functions:
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where Hn[���] is the nth-order Hermite polynomial. Only the

real part of (29) is physically meaningful. Both the integer n

and the sign preceding the square root in (29) must match their

counterparts in (28). A nondimensional meridional inverse-

scale parameter Sy is now defined as

S
y
5Re

2
46

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C

2
1

C2
0

4

r
2
C

0

2

3
5c
b
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where Re[���] denotes the real part. A condition for physically

meaningful solutions to the eigenvalue problem (24) is that the

meridional inverse-scale parameter be positive:

S
y
. 0: (31)

This is the same as requiring that the eigenfunctions in (29)

vanish as jyj / ‘. When (31) is satisfied, the meridional scale

of the eigenfunctions in (29) is proportional to 1/
ffiffiffiffiffi
Sy

p
.

4. Counterpropagating Rossby waves

a. Growth rate and phase speed

When written out fully, the dispersion relationship in (28)

yields an eighth-order polynomial in l (see the appendix). For

fixed n, there are eight possible solutions, out of which only

those that satisfy (31) are permissible. Across a large portion of

the parameter space, three valid solutions always exist with

clear analogs in the dry case: the westward-propagating equa-

torial Rossby wave (WRW), and the eastward and westward-

propagating inertio-gravity waves (EIGs and WIGs). However,

certain parameter regimes permit additional solutions with

possible geo-physical relevance and without analogs in the

dry case.

The dispersion relationship (28) is solved using a numerical

root solver (NSolve in Mathematica) using the reference pa-

rameter set detailed in Table 1. The permissible solutions for

the n 5 1 case are shown in Fig. 2. Solutions from the dry case

(the Matsuno solutions) are also shown for comparison. Moist

analogs for the inertio-gravity wave andWRWmodes are seen

in Fig. 2a—although with quantitative differences from the

Matsuno solutions. There also exists an additional eastward-

propagating solution for a small range of spatial scales (zonal

wavenumber &6) with no counterpart in the dry case. This

solution appears as a continuous extension of the WRW so-

lution across wavenumber 0—seen clearly in Figs. 2c and 2d.

This property prompts the label eastward-propagating equa-

torial Rossby wave (ERW) to describe this solution. Analytic

approximations for the dispersion relationships also reveal

algebraic connections between the ERWandWRW, which are

discussed in section 5.

The dry solutions are neutral (Figs. 2b,d). The moist solutions

can be neutral, growing or decaying. The ERW is unstable for a

small range of wavenumbers near the planetary scale (zonal

wavenumbers &3); the WRW is unstable for an even smaller

range of wavenumbers (zonal wavenumbers*2 1). For jzonal
wavenumberj . 1, the WRW and ERW modes propagate

slower than the dry Rossby wave phase speed. The ERW

propagates eastward with phase speeds between 6 and 7m s21.

The WRW is nearly stationary, propagating westward with

phase speeds ;1m s21.

Why does the ERW solution only appear for a limited range

of zonal wavenumbers in Fig. 2? The answer lies in the be-

havior of the meridional inverse-scale parameter Sy. This pa-

rameter is displayed as a function of zonal wavenumber in

Fig. 3. The meridional decay scale for the dry waves is inde-

pendent of wavenumber (Sy5 1), while those for the ERWand

WRW show wavenumber dependence. The Sy value for the

ERW is positive for small zonal wavenumbers but crosses

the zero line for zonal wavenumbers*6, thereby violating the

meridional decay condition (31). In other words, the ERW is

not equatorially trapped for scales smaller than the synoptic

scale. In contrast, the Sy value for the WRW increases away
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from zero with increasing zonal wavenumber, implying an

increasingly narrower meridional structure. The meridional

decay condition therefore restricts the range of zonal wave-

numbers that can support an equatorially trapped ERW so-

lution in any form—stable, unstable or neutral.

The n5 1 WRW solution in the standard parameter regime

is nearly stationary (Fig. 2c), damped for zonal wavenumbers

&2 1 (Fig. 2d), and strongly trapped near the equator (Fig. 3).

The closest observed analog for the WRW is the convectively

coupled n 5 1 equatorial Rossby wave (ER). The ER propa-

gates with phase speeds;5m s21 (Wheeler et al. 2000; Kiladis

et al. 2009) and exhibits greatest spectral power over zonal

wavenumbers 3–5 (Wheeler and Kiladis 1999). The WRW in

the standard parameter regime therefore appears to have

limited observational relevance (in contrast to the ERW).

However, theWRW solution does assume increased relevance

when sx , 0 (section 6a).

b. Horizontal structure of the ERW

The numerical dispersion relationship in Figs. 2c and 2d

shows that the ERWhas the primary attributes of the observed

MJO: the slow eastward phase speed and planetary scale se-

lection. We now examine the ERW horizontal structure to

check how well it corresponds with that of the observed

MJO. For a given wavenumber k, the numerical solution for

l from (28), the expression for ~y1 from (29) and the governing

TABLE 1. Reference parameter values used in numerical solutions.

Parameter Description Value Units

c Dry gravity wave speed 50 m s21

«q Moisture sensitivity of convection 621 h21

«t Temperature sensitivity of convection 221 h21

r Cloud–radiative feedback parameter 0.2 —

meff Effective gross moist stability 0.1 —

sx Moistening strength associated with zonal wind 5 3 1024 K kg m23

sy Strength of the meridional moisture gradient 9 3 1029 K kg m24

Ms Gross dry stability 3.12 3 104 K kg m22

Rd Gas constant of dry air 287.06 J kg21 K21

b Meridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter 2.28 3 10211 m21 s21

Ly Latent heat of vaporization of water 2.26 3 106 J kg21 K21

cp Specific heat capacity of dry air 1004 J kg21

FIG. 2. (a)Wavenumber–frequency diagram for the n5 1 solutions in two different parameter regimes. The gray

curves (‘‘Dry’’) denote the dry Matsuno solutions. The orange curves (‘‘Ref.’’) denote solutions obtained by nu-

merically solving the dispersion relationship in (28), using the reference parameter values in Table 1, and then

applying the meridional decay condition in (31). The solutions corresponding to the WIG, EIG, WRW, and ERW

are indicated in text. (b) The growth rates for the solutions. (c),(d) Zoomed-in versions of (a) and b), respectively,

that focus on the WRW and ERW solutions.
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Eqs. (14)–(18) are sufficient to recover the horizontal struc-

tures for all the state variables (see the appendix).

1) CANONICAL FORM

The canonical MJO horizontal structure—as often depicted

in observed composites—is roughly a zonal wavenumber-2

feature (Rui and Wang 1990; Hendon and Liebmann 1994;

Kiladis et al. 2005; Adames and Wallace 2014). For ease of

comparison with observations, the zonal wavenumber-2 ERW

horizontal structure is therefore first examined in Fig. 4. This

structure propagates eastward at 6.7m s21. Each cycle of the

wave shows a precipitation maximum confined to the near-

equatorial region (Fig. 4a) and in-phase with a low-level con-

vergence maximum (Fig. 4b). These maxima are flanked by a

pair of off-equatorial temperature maxima to the west and

another pair of off-equatorial temperature minima to the east

(Fig. 4a). There also exist near-equatorial temperature ex-

trema that are nearly in-quadrature with the precipitation. The

low-level horizontal winds (Fig. 4b) are strongly zonal near the

equator, and form pairs of cyclonic and anticyclonic gyres off

the equator. These gyres are in-phase with the off-equatorial

temperature extrema. The column-integrated moisture per-

turbations (Fig. 4b) are patterned like the temperature per-

turbations, except that the near-equatorial moisture maximum

is displaced to the west of the temperature maximum. The

precipitation is more in-phase with the moisture than with

temperature perturbations; although there still exists a no-

ticeable moisture–precipitation quadrature relationship.

The structure displayed in Fig. 4 is similar to that in Fig. 3 of

Emanuel (2020), suggesting that the ERW is likely the same

MJO-like mode reported in that study. The horizontal struc-

ture in Fig. 4 compares favorably with several observation and

reanalysis based MJO composites (Rui and Wang 1990;

Hendon and Salby 1994; Hendon and Liebmann 1994; Kiladis

et al. 2005; Adames and Wallace 2014, 2015). For instance, the

pattern of temperature and precipitation anomalies in Fig. 4a is

similar to Fig. 7a of Adames and Wallace (2014). The off-

equatorial gyres in Fig. 4b are a well-documented property of

the MJO (e.g., Rui and Wang 1990; Hendon and Liebmann

1994; Kiladis et al. 2005). The equatorial precipitation maxi-

mum in Fig. 4 appears centered between low-level easterly and

westerly maxima, similar to the Indo-Pacific warm pool com-

posite in Adames and Wallace (2014, see their Fig. 7b).

Differences between observed MJO composites and the

horizontal structure in Fig. 4 do exist, and likely arise due to

structural limitations and parametric uncertainties in the

model. For instance, the observed regime in which the pre-

cipitation maximum coincides with surface perturbation

westerlies (Zhang and McPhaden 2000) is not captured. The

small quadrature component between precipitation and

column-integrated moisture is also at odds with observed

FIG. 3. The meridional inverse-scale parameter Sy as defined in

(30) displayed as a function of zonal wavenumber. The orange

curves denote the Sy values for the WRW and ERW. The gray

curve denotes the Sy value for the westward-propagating dry

Rossby wave. The blue-hatched region indicates Sy values forbid-

den by the condition in (31).

FIG. 4. The horizontal structure of the ERW for zonal wavenumber 2. The x and y axes values are presented in

units of latitude and longitude for ease of interpretation (with the conversion factor 18 5 111 km). (a) The pre-

cipitation (colors) and column-averaged temperature (line contours). Each contour line corresponds to change in

0.01K and the peak temperature contour is 0.04K; negative temperature values are dashed. (b) The column-

integrated moisture (colors), the low-level horizontal wind vectors (black arrows), and the low-level horizontal

divergence (magenta lines). Negative divergence contours are dashed. The peak divergence contours correspond to

1 3 1026 s21, each contour line represents an interval of 0.25 3 1026 s21. The 1m s21 reference wind vector is

provided; the peak zonal wind vector corresponds to 5m s21.
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MJO composites (e.g., Kim et al. 2014; Adames and Wallace

2015), which instead show these quantities to be nearly in-

phase. Possible reasons for this discrepancy as discussed in

section 7a. Another example is the relative strength of the

equatorial versus off-equatorial temperature perturbations.

In Fig. 4, the equatorial temperature perturbations appear

stronger than off-equatorial perturbations—in contrast to

some observed composites (e.g., Hendon and Liebmann

1994). However, this discrepancy diminishes when consid-

ering slightly different parameter regimes (Fig. S2 in the

online supplemental material).

Overall, the zonal wavenumber-2 ERW appears to possess

the phase speed, planetary-scale selection, and much of the

observed horizontal structure of the MJO. This strongly sug-

gests that the ERW is a beta-plane analog of the MJO. The

ERW horizontal structure in Fig. 4 is sometimes interpreted

as a coupled Kelvin–Rossby pattern (Rui and Wang 1990;

Wang and Li 1994; Kang et al. 2013; Wang and Chen 2017).

This interpretation is motivated by apparent similarities with

the steady-state response to equatorial heating (Gill 1980).

Figure 4 highlights that such structures can also be ei-

genfunctions in their own right, and arise from ERW modes

that are distinct from both the equatorial Kelvin wave and

the WRW.

2) ZONAL WAVENUMBER DEPENDENCE

In the standard parameter regime, the canonical MJO

horizontal structure—with equatorial convergence and off-

equatorial gyres—is well-captured by the zonal wavenumber-

2 ERW. However, this structure is not fixed, but varies with

model parameters. Figure 5 depicts the sensitivity of the ERW

horizontal structure to zonal scale. The zonal wavenumber-1

horizontal structure is displayed in Figs. 5a and 5b. This structure

corresponds to the most unstable ERW solution (Fig. 2d). A

prominent equatorial convergence center and strong merid-

ional tilts in temperature perturbations characterize the zonal

wavenumber-1 ERW (Fig. 5a). The wind perturbations in

Fig. 5b—that must balance the temperature perturbations—are

nearly zonal everywhere. The off-equatorial gyres are conse-

quently weaker in Fig. 5b, when compared to Fig. 4b. As the

zonal wavenumber increases, the meridional tilt in the temper-

ature structure reduces (Figs. 5c,e,g). This reduction is co-

incident with increasingly prominent off-equatorial gyres

(Figs. 5d,f,h). Figure 5 thus demonstrates that while strong

equatorial convergence is a robust feature of the ERW (in

the standard parameter regime), the strength of the ac-

companying off-equatorial gyres can vary with zonal scale.

5. Phase speeds and scale selection for the ERW

a. The ERW as a QE mode

Preliminary insight into ERW dynamics is obtained by

simply computing the ratio of peak moisture to temperature

perturbations (both with units of K kg m22) from Fig. 4. This

ratio is;3.6, and is close to the ratio of «t/«q (53). This suggests

that the ERW is closer to being a convective quasi-equilibrium

(QE) mode than a moisture mode (A21). It was shown in A21

that QE modes have leading-order thermodynamic properties

strongly constrained by the convective adjustment process. In

contrast, moisture modes have leading-order thermodynamics

constrained by gravity wave adjustment, and possess larger

moisture-temperature ratios (�«t/«q). This QE versus mois-

ture mode classification of the ERW provides useful context

when examining the mechanisms governing the mode phase

speed and scale selection.

b. Dispersion relationship

Analytic approximations for the ERWandWRWdispersion

curves in Fig. 2 are now sought. The following nondimensional

parameters are first defined:

m
r
5m

eff

«
q

«
a

, (32)

h
x
5 j

x

(11 r)

m
eff
k
, (33)

h
y
5 j

y

(11 r)c

m
eff
b

. (34)

The parameter mr is the reduced gross moist stability (A21).

This parameter captures the reduction in the effective gross moist

stability due to differences between the moisture sensitivity («q)

and the effective adjustment time scale («a) of convection. The

parameters hx and hy are nondimensionalized versions of jx and

jy, respectively. In (33) and (34),measures of the zonal scale (k21)

and the meridional scale (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c/b

p
) appear as relevant normalizing

factors. Two additional variants of mr are now introduced:

m
r1
5 n(n1 1)m

r
h
y
, (35)

m
r2
5m

r
[(11m

r1
h
y
)(11 ih

x
)1n(n1 1)h2

x] . (36)

Bothmr1 andmr2 are forms ofmr that incorporate the effects of

the meridional moisture advection (hy), the moistening due to

zonal wind (hx) and the meridional mode n. With these pa-

rameters defined, an analytic dispersion relationship for both the

ERW and WRW is obtained (see derivation in the appendix):

l5 ck

 
m

r1
h
x
2 i[2m

r1
6 (2n1 1)

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m

r2

p
]

(2n1 1)
2 1m

r1
h
y

!
1O(k2) . (37)

The above expression is valid in the limit of k/0 and for finite

meff values; the higher-order terms are denoted by O(k2).

The two solutions given by plus and minus signs in the nu-

merator of (37) denote the ERW and WRW modes, re-

spectively. This algebraic connection further supports the

interpretation that the ERW is an eastward-propagating

counterpart of the WRW.

Removing the moistening effects by perturbation winds

(hx 5 hy 5 0) and settingmr 5 1 (for a dry atmosphere) in the

WRW solution from (37) yields the dispersion relationship for

the dry, long Rossby wave: l5 ick/(2n1 1). This shows that the

WRW is indeed a moist version of the dry Rossby wave. Setting

n521 in theWRW solution yields the moist, long Kelvin wave

dispersion relationship: l52ick
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mr(11 ihx)

p
—see Eq. (26) in
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A21. Similarly, the n 5 21 version of the ERW solution is the

westward-propagating, spurious ‘‘anti-Kelvin’’ wave with dis-

persion relationship: l5 ick
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mr(11 ihx)

p
.

The leading-order analytic frequencies and growth rates

follow from (37) as Re[l] and 2Im[l], respectively, where

Im[���] denotes the imaginary component. These analytic ver-

sions are compared to the corresponding numerical solutions in

Fig. 6. The longwave frequencies for both theWRW and ERW

in Fig. 6a are nearly linear in k and are therefore well-captured

by the analytic expression in (37) for zonal wavenumbers

with absolute values ,5. On the other hand, the growth

rates—particularly for the ERW in Fig. 6b—have strong higher-

order contributions. The first-order solution in (37) is there-

fore only valid in a narrow zonal wavenumber range (absolute

values,1). The dispersion relationship in (37) can be extended

to include the O(k2) component and thereby obtain a better

correspondence to the numerical solutions in Fig. 6b.However,

the O(k2) extension is too unwieldy to mine for physical in-

sights and is not introduced here. For our purposes, it is suffi-

cient to note that the O(k2) term is a scale-selector for the

ERW that preferentially damps the shortwave solutions.

The leading-order ERW and WRW phase speeds are now

given by

2Im
l

k

	 

5 c

2m
r1

(2n1 1)2 1m
r1
h
y|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ca

6 c
(2n1 1)Re[

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m

r2

p
]

(2n1 1)2 1m
r1
h
y|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

cgms

. (38)

In the above expression, we take the principal square root such

that Re[
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mr2

p
]$ 0. According to (38), the ERW and WRW

phase speeds have two additive contributors: ca and cgms. The

term ca is nonzero only in the presence of a meridional moisture

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for zonal wavenumbers (a),(b) 1; (c),(d) 1.5; (e),(f) 2.5; and (g),(h) 3. The peak divergence

(magenta) contours correspond to (b) 60.6 3 1026, (d) 60.8 3 1026, and (f),(h) 61.2 3 1026 s21. The magenta

contour lines have intervals of (b) 0.153 1026, (d) 0.23 1026, and (f),(h) 0.43 1026 s21. The peak zonal wind vector

in each case corresponds to 5m s21.
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gradient. Since hy . 0, we see that this term induces eastward

propagation in both the ERW and WRW. For zonal wave-

number 2, ca contributes an eastward phase speed of;2.9m s21.

We posit that this eastward propagation arises due tomeridional

advection moistening to the east of the low-level cyclonic gyres

in Fig. 4b. The term ca thus contributes to the ‘‘inverse beta ef-

fect’’ by countering the effects of the planetary vorticity gradient

(Sobel et al. 2001; Sukhatme 2014; Hayashi and Itoh 2017).

For zonal wavenumber 2, the term cgms in (38) contributes an

eastward phase speed of;4.0m s21 for the ERW, and the same

westward phase speed for the WRW. This term plays an

equivalent role to that of gross moist stability in tropical wave

propagation. Long, convectively coupled tropical waves propa-

gate slower than dry waves due to a reduction in the static sta-

bility (Emanuel et al. 1994; Neelin and Yu 1994; Tian and

Ramanathan 2003; Haertel and Kiladis 2004; Frierson 2007;

Raymond et al. 2009; Powell 2017). In a simpler system, this

reduction is captured bymr or more precisely, the phase speeds

;c
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
mr

p
(A21). For the ERW and WRW, this phase speed re-

duction is captured by cgms. This is made clear by zeroing out the

moistening effects of meridional and zonal winds (hx 5 hy 5 0)

in (38) upon which ca vanishes, and cgms reduces to c
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
mr

p
. It is

worth noting that a reduced phase speed due to a small gross

moist stability is a signature of QE modes.

Figure 6b shows that the ERW is unstable near planetary

scales due to the O(k) term in (37). The leading-order growth

rates implied by this term are

Re[l]5 ck

 
m
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h
x

(2n1 1)2 1m
r1
h
y

6
(2n1 1)Im[

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m

r2

p
]

(2n1 1)2 1m
r1
h
y

!
, (39)

where the plus and minus signs denote the growth rates for the

ERW and WRW, respectively. It can be verified that for the

ERW, both the terms in (39) are positive when sx . 0, and

negative when sx , 0. Therefore, a necessary condition for

positive ERW growth rates at planetary scales is that low-level

easterly perturbation winds moisten the column (sx . 0).

c. Moist static energy budgets

The expression in (39), though useful, does not indicate why

the ERW growth rates must maximize near planetary length

scales. Column-integrated moist static energy (MSE) budgets

are now employed to probe this question. This approach has

been widely used to understand mechanisms associated with

the growth as well as propagation of the tropical disturbances

(Back and Bretherton 2006; Maloney 2009; Kiranmayi and

Maloney 2011; Andersen and Kuang 2012; Arnold et al. 2015;

Wolding and Maloney 2015; Inoue and Back 2015, among

many others).

We begin by adding the temperature and moisture budgets,

(5) and (6), and following the same reduction procedures from

section 2 to obtain the MSE budget:

›hhi
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5v
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1 hQ

r
i , (40)

where hhi5 hTi1 hqi is theMSEmeasure for our system—since

baroclinic geopotential perturbations vanish upon column

integration. It has been verified that theMSE budget in (40) is

closed for the ERW. This serves as a consistency check that

the numerical solutions from the root solver do indeed satisfy

the governing equations.

A prognostic equation for the domain-wide perturbation

MSE amplitude is constructed by multiplying (40) by hhi and
integrating over the domain:
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1 fhQ
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where the curly braces {���} denote a double integration across the

zonal and meridional directions. The left-hand side of (41) is

positive for unstable disturbances and negative for stable distur-

bances. The terms on the right-hand side of (41) quantify the

contribution of each term to disturbance growth or decay. The

numerical version of the double integration operation is computed

as a double summation normalized by a measure of the MSE

perturbation strength (as in Andersen and Kuang 2012; Arnold

et al. 2015). For example, the term {hQrihhi} is computed as

fhQ
r
ihhig5

�
yn

y5ys

�
x

hQ
r
ihhi

�
yn

y5ys

�
x

hhi2
, (42)

and similarly for other terms in (41). Here yn and ys are the

meridional extents of the domain and are taken to be65000km.

FIG. 6. As in Figs. 2c and 2d, but only for the ERW and WRW. The orange curves are the numerical solutions.

The dashed–dotted lines are obtained from the analytic approximation in (37). Note differences in x-axis range

between (a) and (b).
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The normalization in (42) ensures units of inverse time, which

allows a comparison with l.

Figure 7 shows the horizontal structures of the MSE source

terms from (40) for the zonal wavenumber-2 ERW. The

dominant off-equatorial MSE term is clearly meridional

moisture advection (2syyy1). Comparing Fig. 7a to Fig. 4b

shows that positive meridional moisture advection maximizes to

the east of the low-level cyclonic gyres, as expected from the

poleward flow acting on the meridional moisture gradient. This

moistening likely contributes to the eastward propagation of the

ERW, as implied by ca in (38). Near the equator, the dominant

MSE terms are the moistening effects due to zonal wind (sxu1),

vertical MSE advection (v1mMs) and radiative heating hQri.
The sxu1 term maximizes to the east of the convergence center,

within the region of strong near-equatorial easterlies seen in

Fig. 4b. Thev1mMs term (Fig. 7b) is almost exactly out-of-phase

with the near-equatorial precipitation (Fig. 4a); whereas hQri is
(by definition) in-phase with the near-equatorial precipitation.

Figure 7c shows the ‘‘growth budget’’ for the zonal

wavenumber-2 ERW. This is computed by applying the

double summation operator defined in (42) to every term in

(41). The largest positive contributor to ERW MSE growth

is the radiative heating hQri. This contribution is opposed

by the damping effects due to vertical MSE advection

(v1mMs)—also seen in Fig. 7b. The moisture transports by

zonal (sxu1) and meridional (syyy1) winds also contribute

to ERW growth. From the MSE budget perspective, the

zonal wavenumber-2 ERW is unstable because within pre-

cipitating regions, MSE import by radiative heating, and the

moistening effects of zonal and meridional winds are suffi-

cient to overcome the MSE export by vertical advection.

One level of explanation for the ERW planetary scale-

selection is available from a growth budget over the near-

equatorial region (jyj , 1000 km). This narrowed analysis

separates the dynamics associated with equatorial convergence

center from the off-equatorial gyres of the ERW. Figure 8

shows the near-equatorial ERW MSE growth budget as a

function of zonal wavenumbers from 1 to 4. This is the range

over which the ERW growth rates go from positive to negative

in Fig. 6b. The meridional extent of the summation in (42) is

restricted to 61000 km. The decrease in MSE growth (orange

bars) with increasing zonal wavenumber in Fig. 8 tracks the

corresponding change in ERW growth rates over the same

wavenumber range in Fig. 6b, justifying the focus on the near-

equatorial growth budget. The radiative heating—a large MSE

source—is always out-of-phase with vertical MSE advection—a

large MSE sink. There consequently exists significant can-

cellation between these terms (Fig. S3 in the online sup-

plemental material). Furthermore, the radiative heating

can be expressed as a fixed proportion of the vertical MSE

advection (Fig. S4 in the online supplemental material).

Only the sum of vertical MSE advection and radiative

heating is therefore shown in Fig. 8.

As the ERW zonal scale decreases, the damping due to the

verticalMSEadvection termbecomes increasingly stronger than

the positive contributions from radiative heating. The moisten-

ing due to the zonal winds (blue bars) is also less effective with

decreasing scale. The meridional moisture advection (magenta

bars) contributes more to ERW perturbation growth at shorter

scales, but this contribution is insufficient to prevent the mode

damping. Overall, Fig. 8 suggests that at the largest horizontal

scales and within near-equatorial precipitating columns, vertical

advection is least effective at exporting MSE, while the moist-

ening effects of zonal winds are most effective in importing

MSE. A combination of these two effects maximizes ERW

growth at the largest scales.

The increasing damping efficiency of vertical MSE advec-

tion with wavenumber is a form of moist convective damping

(MCD; Emanuel 1993; Yu and Neelin 1994; Emanuel et al.

1994). This phenomenon arises due to the finiteness of the

convective adjustment time scale and acts on all QEmodes (Yu

and Neelin 1994). When k / 0, the near-equatorial moisture

and temperature anomalies are in-phase, and are both nearly in

quadrature with the precipitation and v1 (e.g., see Figs. 5a,b).

This is also the limit of strict QE that can be enforced at any

wavenumber with instantaneous convective adjustment. In this

limit, the damping due to verticalMSE advection ormMs{v1hhi}
approaches zero due to the quadrature relationship between v1

FIG. 7. (a),(b) MSE (color) and the MSE budget terms (line con-

tours) from (40) for the zonal wavenumber-2 ERW. The terms are

presented as column averages after normalizing (40) over a column

pressure depth of 800 hPa. The line contours in (a) show terms sxu1
(blue) and 2syyy1 (magenta), while those in (b) show terms hQri
(purple) and v1mMs (green). Negative line contours are dashed. The

contour lines are spaced 1023Kh21 apart in (a) and 2 3 1023Kh21

apart in (b). The peak values for both magenta and blue contours are

64 3 1023Kh21 in (a). The peak values are 61022 and 61.4 3
1022Kh21 for the purple and green contours, respectively, in (b).

(c) The growth budget terms for the zonal wavenumber-2 ERW

computed using (41) and (42).
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and hhi. As k increases away from zero, the moisture anomalies—

which dominate the MSE anomalies—get less in-phase with

temperature, and more in-phase with precipitation (and more

out-of-phase with v1). This change in the precipitation–

moisture–temperature phase relationship with k is also visible

in Fig. 5. With increasing k, the damping by v1mMs is therefore

more efficient due to the increasing out-of-phase relationship

between v1 and hhi.
The changing v1–hhi phase relationship with wavenumber

also plays a role in the diminished influence of sxu1 at smaller

scales. We observe that sxu1 has the largest magnitude (Fig. 7b)

in the near-equatorial region where the winds are almost purely

zonal (Fig. 4b). We therefore insert y1 5 0 in (16) to obtain

fu
1
s
x
hhig5s

x

k
fiv

1
hhig . (43)

In the limit of k/0 (or strict QE), iv1 and hhi are nearly in-

phase for eastward-propagating disturbances. Therefore, sxu1
supports the growth of eastward-propagating disturbances

(provided sx . 0). Two effects arise as k increases away from

zero. In the first effect, the iv1–hhi relationship changes from

being in-phase to more in quadrature. The {iv1hhi} term con-

sequently decreases from a positive value toward zero as the

zonal scale gets smaller. In the second effect, the perturbation

zonal winds weaken due to the k21 factor in (43). A combi-

nation of both the changing phase difference between v1 and

hhi, and weakening zonal winds makes the sxu1 term less ef-

ficient at smaller scales.

Broadly speaking, bothMCD and themoistening effects due

to zonal wind act as scale selectors for the ERW. However, the

ERW scale selection is also shaped by other factors such as the

meridional tilt in the horizontal structures. These additional

factors are required to explain why the ERW growth rates

maximize at a wavenumber slightly greater than zero (Fig. 6b).

This level of explanation is more involved and is therefore

deferred until further study.

6. Parameter perturbations

We now briefly explore the parameter space for valid ERW

solutions, and thereby identify optimal background states for

this mode. The dispersion relationship in (37) suggests that the

ERW properties are sensitive to the moistening strength as-

sociated with zonal winds (sx), the meridional moisture

gradient parameter (sy), the effective gross moist stability

(meff) and the meridional mode n. A set of perturbation ex-

periments are accordingly carried out for these parameters.

For sx, sy and meff, the corresponding reference values from

Table 1 are perturbed with a set of multipliers. For the me-

ridional mode, solutions are shown for integer values of n from

0 to 4.

a. Varying sx, sy, and meff

Figure 9 show the sensitivity of the ERW and WRW solu-

tions to changes in sx. The reference sx parameter is perturbed

with a series of multipliers from20.25 to 2 in steps of 0.25. The

ERW remains a valid solution at small zonal wavenumbers

through this range of sx values. From Fig. 9a it is seen that the

ERW and WRW frequencies are only weakly sensitive to sx.

This property is also reflected in the phase speeds for the zonal

wavenumber-2 ERW (Fig. 9c), which vary within a narrow

range of 6.5–7.5m s21. In contrast, the ERW growth rates are

more sensitive to sx (Fig. 9b); both the maximum growth rate

and the wavenumber of maximum growth increase with sx.

Figure 9 shows that the ERW exists even without zonal wind–

dependent moistening (sx 5 0) or when moistening is associ-

ated with perturbation westerlies (sx , 0). The ERW modes

are either neutral or damped when sx # 0. The parameter

range sx, 0 can be equivalently interpreted as one with strong

basic-state surface westerlies or a negative background zonal

moisture gradient or both. When sx , 0, the WRW is unstable

at planetary scales while the ERW is damped—as seen from

the inset within Fig. 9b. The dependence on the sign ofsxmight

explain why westward-propagating modes are favored over

eastward modes when the near-equatorial zonal moisture

gradient is reversed (Gonzalez and Jiang 2019). Note that the

unstable WRW solution from the Fig. 9b inset does not quite

match the phase speed and scale of the westward-propagating

disturbances documented in Gonzalez and Jiang (2019).

However, the background state dependent preference for

eastward versus westward intraseasonal modes is qualita-

tively captured.

Figure 10 explores the sensitivity of the solutions to the

strength of the meridional moisture gradient sy. This pa-

rameter is perturbed similarly to sx except that negative

values are omitted. For smaller values of sy (,0.75 times the

reference value), the ERW is not a valid solution to the

governing equations. A threshold meridional moisture gra-

dient is therefore a necessary condition for the ERW to exist

when meff . 0.

The zonal wavenumber-2 ERW phase speed generally

increases with sy (Fig. 10c). This conforms to the earlier

interpretation—using ca in (38)—that when meridional mois-

ture gradients are stronger, advection is more effective at

propagating moisture anomalies. Changes in sy can arise from

changes to the meridional structure of the sea surface tem-

perature (SST). The dependence of the ERW phase speeds on

sy is generally consistent with modeling studies (Kang et al.

2013; Jiang et al. 2020) that report slower eastward propagation

speeds with a broader meridional SST distribution.

As sy increases, the range of wavenumbers supporting a

valid ERW solution also widens. For example, in Fig. 10a

FIG. 8. The near-equatorial MSE growth budget for zonal

wavenumbers 1–4. Each budget term is shown as function of

wavenumber with intervals of 0.5.
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when sy is twice the reference value, the valid range extends

to zonal wavenumber ;11. For this sy value, the ERW fre-

quencies show a transition around wavenumber 4. This tran-

sition marks a sharp departure from the leading-order linear

approximation in (37). Around the same wavenumber, the

scale selective damping in the growth rates transitions to

scale-independent damping. This damping rate asymptotes

to a value of 2meff«q (the red dashed line in Fig. 10b). Since

l 5 2meff«q is the moisture mode growth rate (Sobel et al.

2001; Sugiyama 2009; Adames et al. 2019, A21), we infer that

this qualitative change in the ERW solution marks the QE–

WTG transition (A21). This transition further contrasts the

longwave ERW solution (which are QEmodes) from shortwave

moisture modes. The moisture modes do not show scale-

selective damping because of the absence of MCD, and negli-

gible contributions to mode growth from zonal wind-driven

moistening at short wavelengths.

The results from the meff perturbation experiments are

shown in Fig. 11. Here,meff is perturbed similarly to sy, except

that an additional solution is shown for a perturbation factor of

0.125 to better resolve the changes asmeff / 0. The ERW is a

valid solution for the range of meff values explored here. As

meff / 0, discontinuities in the solutions and QE–moisture

mode transitions appear. Whenmeff is 0.25 times the reference

value, a jump discontinuity is seen in the frequency curve

(Fig. 11a). The shortwave growth rate (Fig. 11b) to the right of

this jump asymptotes to a value of2meff«q; this jump therefore

marks the QE–moisture mode transition. When meff 5 0.0125

(or 0.125 times the reference value), the jump discontinuity is

replaced by a continuous curve; the QE–moisture mode tran-

sition wavenumber is now marked by a kink in the frequency

curve (Fig. 11a). With decreasing meff, the maximum ERW

growth rate increases (Fig. 11b) and zonal wavenumber-2

ERW phase speed decreases (Fig. 11c). For the perturbed

meff values, the phase speeds in Fig. 11c range between ;4–

8m s21. Furthermore, the phase speeds in Fig. 11c scale likeffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
meff

p
, pointing to an influence from term cgms in (38). This

phase speed scaling is another property of QE modes (A21).

The meff 5 0 solution is similar to that with meff 5 0.0125,

except that the former case has a smaller wavenumber

range with valid ERW solutions. In Fig. 11b, two anoma-

lous features are noted for the meff 5 0 case. The first is

the discontinuity within the WRW solution for negative

planetary-scale wavenumbers. The second is that the

shortwave ERW growth rate asymptotes to a value less

than zero; this differs from the anticipated asymptotic

moisture mode growth rate for this case (which is zero). A

better understanding of the meff 5 0 case can be pursued

by obtaining analytic dispersion relationships—similar

to (37)—in the limit of meff / 0.

The pertinent conclusion from the meff perturbation ex-

periments is that a valid ERW solution only exists when

meff * 0 and meff & 0:25. Neither large negative meff values—

corresponding to unstable background states—nor large

positive meff values—corresponding to dry background

states—apparently support an ERW solution in the presence

of a background meridional moisture gradient. Interestingly,

eastward-propagating n 5 1 modes do emerge without a

FIG. 9. (a) Frequencies and (b) growth rates obtained from the sx perturbation experiment. (c) Phase speeds for the zonal wavenumber-

2 ERW as a function of the sx perturbation factor. The colors denote the different perturbation factors whose values are indicated in the

color bar. A perturbation factor of 1 denotes the standard reference run and is colored black. The inset in (b) shows the solution with sx,
0 for zonal wavenumbers near 0.

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for sy perturbation experiments. The red dashed horizontal line in (b) is themoisturemode growth rate (see text).
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meridional moisture gradient (sy 5 0) and when meff , 0

(Fig. S6 in the online supplemental material).

b. Varying the meridional mode

All permissible solutions for integer values of n from 0 to 4

are shown in Fig. 12. The Kelvin wave solution is also included

for completeness; this solution is obtained by solving the y 5 0

system fromA21 using the parameter set in Table 1. When n5
0, there are no ERWs. As in the dry case, the only valid n 5 0

solutions are the westward-propagating mixed Rossby–gravity

wave (MRG) and the EIG. When n. 0, WIGs, EIGs, WRWs,

and ERWs emerge as permissible solutions. The EIGs and WIGs

for the different meridional modes are well separated in both the

frequency (Fig. 12a) and the growth rates (Fig. 12b). The n 5 1

WRWalso appears separated from the higher-orderWRWmodes.

In contrast, thedifferentmeridionalmodesof theERWhavenearly

the same dispersion curves, with strong overlap in the frequencies

(Fig. 12c) and only slight differences in the growth rates (Fig. 12d).

Thehigher-orderERWmeridionalmodes are valid solutions over a

slightly extended range of wavenumbers. TheKelvin wave solution

shown in Fig. 12 corresponds to the ‘‘propagating deep convec-

tive mode’’ of Neelin and Yu (1994) and the ‘‘WISHEmoisture

mode’’ of Fuchs and Raymond (2017). The frequency curve for

this solution (Fig. 12c) displays a kink near zonal wave-

number 6 marking the QE–moisture mode transition (A21).

Interestingly, the Kelvin wave solution occupies the same

wavenumber–frequency space as the ERW (Fig. 12c), and

shows similar growth rates (Fig. 12d) at planetary scales.

These similarities raise the question of whether the Kelvin

wave solution is simply the y / 0 limit of the ERW solution.

7. Discussion

a. Relevance for the MJO

The n 5 1 ERW has the primary properties ascribed to the

observed MJO over the Indo-Pacific warm pool: slow, east-

ward propagation with respect to mean flow, planetary scale

selection, and a horizontal structure typically referred to as the

swallow-tail (Zhang and Ling 2012) or the coupled Kelvin–

Rossby pattern (Wang and Rui 1990) with quadrupole vortices

(Majda and Stechmann 2009).

Additionally, the properties of the n 5 1 ERW—like the

observed MJO—are sensitive to details of the background

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for meff perturbation experiments. The red horizontal dashed lines in (b) denote moisture mode growth rates.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 2, but—as indicated in the color bar—with different values for the meridional mode n, and

including the y5 0 case. The westward-propagating n5 0 solution is theMRG (red), and the eastward-propagating

y 5 0 solution is the Kelvin wave (blue).
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meridional moisture gradient. The derived dispersion rela-

tionship for the ERW suggests a leading-order contribution to

the phase speed from meridional moisture advection by per-

turbation winds. Similar links between MJO propagation and

meridional moisture advection have been advanced in reanalysis

and modeling studies (Jiang et al. 2016; Gonzalez and Jiang 2017;

Kim et al. 2017; DeMott et al. 2019). When the effective gross

moist stability is positive, the n 5 1 ERW only exists for meridi-

onal moisture gradients stronger than a threshold value. This

existence propertymirrors the results fromJiang et al. (2020), who

report diminishing intraseasonal eastward-propagating variance

with smaller meridional moisture gradients.

The ERW growth rate—and the phase speed to a lesser ex-

tent—is sensitive to the strength of the moistening induced by

zonal wind perturbations. This strength is specified through a

single parameter sx. By design, sx does not distinguish between

the different sources of zonal wind–induced moistening:

surface fluxes, zonal moisture advection or some combination

thereof. While the ERW can exist when sx 5 0, it is only

destabilized for sx . 0. This dependence might explain why

either a positive zonal moisture gradient or the WISHE

mechanism can excite MJO-like modes in idealized modeling

experiments (Khairoutdinov and Emanuel 2018; Shi et al.

2018). When sx , 0, the background state is such that low-level

perturbation westerlies moisten the column. Two examples of

such basic states include those with (i) a negative zonal moisture

gradient or (ii) strong background westerlies. Such basic states

excite WRWs and damp ERWs. This parameter regime could

potentially explain the connections between mean state and the

preferred (eastward vs westward) mode of intraseasonal vari-

ance (Gonzalez and Jiang 2019; Jiang et al. 2020).

While the ERW growth rates are sensitive to sx, column-

integrated radiative heating is the largest MSE source within

precipitating regions. This property is qualitatively similar to

that seen in the MSE budgets of the MJO (Maloney 2009;

Maloney et al. 2010; Andersen and Kuang 2012; Arnold et al.

2015; Ren et al. 2021). The vertical MSE advection is a large

sink term in the ERW MSE budget as for MJO MSE budgets

from reanalysis data (Kiranmayi and Maloney 2011; Kim et al.

2014; Ren et al. 2021). The contribution from vertical advec-

tion to the MJO MSE budget is comparatively smaller in

model-based studies (Maloney 2009; Andersen and Kuang

2012; Arnold et al. 2015).

One noticeable difference between the ERW and the MJO

MSE budgets is the phase difference between the precipitation

and MSE (or column-integrated moisture) perturbations. A

slight quadrature relationship between these quantities is

seen for the longwave ERW. This diverges from observed

composites, which instead show a nearly in-phase MSE–

precipitation relationship (Kiranmayi and Maloney 2011;

Kim et al. 2014). Two possible sources of this discrepancy are

considered. The first source is parameteric uncertainty, partic-

ularly in the reference values for the effective gross moist sta-

bility (meff) and the moisture sensitivity of convection («q). This

can be addressed by considering parameter regimes in the

neighborhood of the reference regime (Fig. S1 in the online

supplemental material). The second source is a structural lim-

itation due to the use of a single vertical profile to represent

moisture variations. For the MJO, the boundary layer moisture

variations have a noticeable quadrature relationship with the

precipitation, while the free-tropospheric moisture variations are

more in-phase (e.g., Kiladis et al. 2005; Benedict and Randall

2007; Hsu and Li 2012). It is therefore worth exploring if an in-

dependently varying boundary layer (as in Wang and Rui 1990;

Wang et al. 2016) canmore accurately capture theMJOmoisture–

precipitation phase relationship, aswell as the observedmaximum

in boundary layer convergence to the east of the MJO precipita-

tion maximum (Hsu and Li 2012; de Szoeke and Maloney 2020).

The ERW is closer to being aQEmode than amoisture mode.

Thismeans that when the effective grossmoist stability is positive,

the ERW has a small—but nonnegligible—temperature signa-

ture. The smallness of the temperature signal is a consequence of

differences in the parameterized convection’s sensitivity to tem-

perature («t) versus moisture («q) perturbations (A21). In the

reference parameter regime, the zonal wavenumber-2ERWhas a

perturbation temperature amplitude that is ;3.5 times smaller

than the perturbation moisture amplitude. The MJO likewise

has a small temperature signature (Lin et al. 2005; Kiladis et al.

2005). At first glance (e.g., using Figs. 7 and 9 in Kiladis et al.

2005), the MJO temperature perturbation amplitude appears

about 5 times smaller than its moisture perturbation amplitude.

b. Connections to other MJO theories

It is worth highlighting some connections between the n5 1

ERW perspective of the MJO and other MJO theories. The

ERW is an eigenmode of the equatorial beta plane. It is

therefore closely connected with the MJO-like mode re-

ported in Emanuel (2020). As in this study, Emanuel (2020)

assumes moist adiabatic temperature perturbations and associ-

ated first baroclinic vertical velocity perturbations (Khairoutdinov

and Emanuel 2018). The primary difference exists in the treat-

ment of convection—although both studies use adjustment-based

closures. Emanuel (2020) uses a boundary layer quasi-equilibrium

closure (Raymond 1995; Emanuel 1995); this study employs a

closure based on the observed precipitation-buoyancy rela-

tionship (Ahmed and Neelin 2018; Ahmed et al. 2020). The

MJO-like mode in Emanuel (2020) is destabilized by cloud–

radiative feedbacks and exists even in the absence of a me-

ridional moisture gradient. The ERW reported in this study

exists without explicit destabilization by cloud–radiative ef-

fects, but only in the presence of a background meridional

moisture gradient. The ERW is distinct from another prominent

beta-plane MJO candidate: the moist Kelvin destabilized by

WISHE (Neelin and Yu 1994; Fuchs and Raymond 2002, 2017).

TheERWand themoistKelvin, however, wave occupy the same

wavenumber–frequency space, and may not be easily distin-

guished by spectral analyses.

In the trio-interaction theory (Wang et al. 2016; Wang and

Chen 2017), the MJO horizontal structure appears as an

emergent property due to a boundary layer–induced coupling

between the eastward-propagating Kelvin wave and the

westward-propagating Rossby wave. The dry Kelvin and

Rossby wave horizontal structures are parabolic cylinder

functions (Matsuno 1966; Gill 1980). These functions are part

of an orthogonal basis for structures that decay away from the

equator (Stechmann and Majda 2015; Ogrosky and Stechmann
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2015). As such, the ERW is expected to project strongly onto dry

Kelvin and Rossby wave structures. However, the dispersion re-

lationship for the ERWdemonstrates that it is a single eigenmode

distinct from both theKelvin wave and the westward-propagating

Rossby wave. A mode-mode interaction—though interesting to

consider—is not essential to explain either the observed hori-

zontal structure of the MJO or its slow, eastward propagation.

The shallow-water models of Sukhatme (2014) and Suhas

and Sukhatme (2020) show a slow, eastward-propagating so-

lution. This solution emerges in the presence of a meridional

moisture gradient and is destabilized upon the inclusion of a

positive zonal moisture gradient. These properties are consis-

tent with that of the ERW. Relatedly, the ERW could be also

viewed as an eastward-propagating vorticity anomaly (Hayashi

and Itoh 2017). An initial vorticity budget analysis (Fig. S5 in

the online supplemental material) of the ERW is consistent with

the mechanism posited by Hayashi and Itoh (2017)—whereby

vortex stretching due to strong near-equatorial convergence

overwhelms the beta effect and allows the ERW vorticity

anomalies to propagate eastward. Hayashi and Itoh (2017) also

appear to have anticipated the presence of two counter-

propagating eigenmodes (see their Fig. 14) that are character-

ized by the degree of near-equatorial vortex stretching. Unlike

the eastward-propagating mode in Hayashi and Itoh (2017), the

ERW does not require negative gross moist stability to propa-

gate eastward. The inclusion of a meridional moisture gradient

with small positive effective gross moist stability appears to be

adequate to counter the beta effect. Another difference is that

Hayashi and Itoh (2017) use a vertical velocity based convective

scheme, in contrast to the adjustment-based scheme employed here.

The moisture mode theory was formulated in Sobel and

Maloney (2012, 2013) and improved upon by Adames and Kim

(2016), who introduced the effects of a background meridional

moisture gradient into the theory. The model used in this study

inherits parameterizations—like for the moistening effects of

zonal winds—and shares structural properties—like a single

baroclinic mode vertical structure—with the model of Adames

and Kim (2016). However, fundamental differences in the

governing equations and assumptions separate the moisture

mode and the ERW perspectives. The moisture mode theory

neglects the temperature tendency term by invoking the weak

temperature gradient approximation (Sobel and Bretherton

2000; Sobel et al. 2001).Moisturemode theory also neglects the

momentum tendencies. The MJO horizontal wind field is

assumed a priori to be given by the Matsuno–Gill response to

equatorial heating, and is computed using an appropriate

Green’s function (Wu et al. 2001). In contrast, all the tendency

terms are intact in the ERW theory, and the horizontal structure

emerges as a valid eigenfunction of the problem. In the standard

parameter regime, the ERW is explicitly not a moisture mode—it

is instead a QE mode. The moisture mode theory requires

effective gross moist instability (meff , 0) to render the MJO

unstable; the theory also requires either diffusion (Sobel and

Maloney 2012, 2013) or wavenumber-dependent gross moist

stability (Adames and Kim 2016) to allow preferential growth

at planetary scales. In contrast, the ERW is unstable near

planetary scales for positive values of meff when low-level

easterlies moisten the column.

8. Summary

Linearized wave solutions for the equatorial beta plane are

obtained in the presence of a background meridional moisture

gradient. A slow, eastward-propagating mode emerges as a

valid solution for a small range of zonal wavenumbers near

planetary scales, with larger wavenumber solutions restricted

by the meridional decay condition. This mode exhibits maxi-

mum growth rates near planetary scales. For the parameter

space explored here and for zonal wavenumber 2, this mode

propagates with phase speeds between 4 and 8m s21. The hor-

izontal structure of thismode consists of a low-level convergence

center on the equator flanked by two off-equatorial cyclonic

gyres to the west and anticyclonic gyres to the east. The strength

of the off-equatorial gyres varies with zonal scale, and is weaker

at larger scales. An analytic expression for the leading-order

dispersion relationship of this mode is derived, and shows that:

(i) The mode phase speed is partly induced by meridional

moisture advection. Additionally, the mode phase speed is

smaller than dry wave speeds due to a gross moist stability

variant acting as a reduced static stability for propagation.

(ii) The mode is unstable near planetary scales when low-

level perturbation easterlies moisten the column.

(iii) The dispersion relationship of the mode is algebraically

similar to that of the westward-propagating equatorial

Rossby wave; only a sign difference separates the ex-

pressions for the two modes. In numerical solutions, this

manifests as a smooth transition between the two modes

across wavenumber zero.

Point (iii) suggests that the eastward-propagating mode is a

counterpart of the westward-propagating equatorial Rossby

wave. Themode is accordingly labeled the eastward-propagating

equatorial Rossby wave (ERW). A moist static energy budget

analysis shows that the ERW planetary-scale selection is partly

explained by damping due to a finite convective adjustment time

scale, and less effective zonal wind–inducedmoistening at smaller

scales. Parameter perturbation experiments show that the

ERW is absent when the meridional moisture gradient is too

weak, and that the ERW primarily exists only for small, positive

values of the effective grossmoist stability. Increasingmoistening

strength associated with low-level easterlies increases the maxi-

mum ERW growth rates. When moistening is instead caused by

low-level westerlies, the ERW solution is damped but the

westward-propagating Rossby wave is unstable near planetary

scales. A family of ERWs with different meridional structures—

but similar dispersion curves—coexist with the y 5 0 moist

Kelvin wave in the low-frequency, planetary wavenumber space.
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APPENDIX A

Vertical and Horizontal Structures of Model Solutions

a. Vertical structures

The vertical structures used to truncate the governing equations

in section 2b are shown in Fig. A1. These structures are similar to

thoseused inNeelin andZeng (2000),Adames andKim(2016), and

A21 amongmanyother studies. FromFig.A1, the values of hbi and
hVbi are estimated to be 54.6 and 219.4, respectively. Using the

relationship sy 5 2hVbisy0—from (8)—and an estimate for

sy0hbi—from Fig. 1b—yields the reference value of sy in Table 1.

b. Reconstructing the horizontal structure

For any given eigenmode and wavenumber k, knowledge of

l(k) allows the construction of y1(x, y) using (13) and (29). To

construct the complete horizontal structure of the eigenmode,

the variables u1, v1, hTi, and hqi must be recovered from y1.

The governing equations, (14), (16), (17), and (18), can used to

express u1 in terms of y1:
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The construction of u1 follows from (A1). The constraint

that the denominator of (A1) be nonzero is used to elimi-

nate spurious solutions when solving the n 5 0 case. Once

u1 and y1 are known, v1 follows from the continuity equa-

tion, (16); hTi follows from the zonal momentum equa-

tion, (14):
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and hqi follows from the temperature budget (17):
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Once the state variables are known, the parameterized terms

(precipitation, radiative heating, meridional moisture advec-

tion etc.) are recovered using the relations in section 2c.

APPENDIX B

Derivation of the Leading-Order Dispersion Relationship

The dispersion relationship in (28) when expressed in terms

of l reads as follows:

ikb

l
2k2 2
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)

c2(l1m
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«
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)
2
ik«
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(11 r)j
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1

ik(11 r)«
q
bj

y

l(l1m
eff
)

vuut . (B1)

The above expression can be expanded into an eighth-order

polynomial inl. To obtain approximate analytic approximations

for l in the limiting regime of k/ 0, we introduce the following

nondimensional parameters:

FIG. A1. Vertical structures corresponding to that of temperature (A), horizontal wind (V), vertical velocity (V), andmoisture (b). Except

for V, all other vertical structures are unitless.
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l5l*ck , (B2)

d5
ck

«
q
m

eff

. (B3)

As in A21, l* is a nondimensional frequency; d tracks the

wavenumber k and measures the ratio of the gravity wave to

moisture mode time scales. Using (32)–(34) and (B2)–(B3) in

(B1) yields at leading order:

m
r
(l*h

y
1 2i2h

x
)1O(d)

56(2n1 1)
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
m

r

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4l*(l*1 ih

y
)1 (h

x
2 l*h

y
)2 1O(d)

q
.

(B4)

In the longwave regime d is a small parameter, soO(d) in (B4)

denotes higher terms. Simply neglecting theO(d) terms in (B4)

yields a quadratic equation with two solutions for l*. These

solutions when redimensionalized using (B2) yield the dis-

persion relationship in (37).
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